Agenda
CALS Curriculum Committee Meeting
Tuesday, September 13, 2016, 12:00 p.m.
250 Agricultural Hall

Voting Members:
☐ Ralph Albrecht (2017)
☐ Nick Balster (2019)
☐ Jeri Barack-Cunningham, Chair (2018)
☐ Christopher Choi (2017)
☐ Bill Engels (2019)
☐ Brian Gould (2018)
☐ Lisa Lenertz-Lindemer (2017)
☐ Shiela Reaves (2019)
☐ Alan Turnquist (2018)
☐ TBD-Student Rep (2017)
☐ TBD-Student Rep (2017)
☐ TBD-Student Rep (2017)

Non-Voting Members:
CALS Ex Officio: Academic Affairs Office: CASI Rep:
☐ Nikki Bollig ☐ Megan Grill ☐ TBD
☐ Sarah Pfatteicher

WELCOME & COMMITTEE PROCEDURES

MINUTES

Review meeting minutes from May 10, 2016

CONSENT AGENDA

1. Request to add **C&E SOC 540** to International Studies Requirement effective Fall 2015 for all students (attachment)
   - Academic Affairs determined course meets at least 5 of the 6 criteria; approval from CALS CC required to apply to all students
   (http://www.cals.wisc.edu/academics/curriculum-information/cals-international-studies-courses/)

2. **461 Biological Systems Engineering** Food and Bioprocessing Operations—course change-prerequisite; effective Spring 2016-2017
   - already approved by CALS CC; updated pre-requisite to incorporate declaration in engineering programs or graduate standing per feedback from Michelle Young, staff to the University Curriculum Committee

3. **515 LSC** Public Information Campaigns and Programs—course change; effective Fall 2017-2018

4. **560 LSC** Scientific Writing—course change; effective Spring 2016-2017

5. **640 LSC** Case Studies in the Communication of Science and Technology—course change; effective Fall 2017-2018

COURSE PROPOSALS

6. **645 Biochem** Molecular Control of Metabolism and Metabolic Disease, —new course; effective Fall 2017-2018

LEAD: Albrecht

* indicates proposal is returning to the Curriculum Committee for additional review
7. **133 Genetics** Genetics in the News—course change; effective Spring 2016-2017  
   LEAD: Lenertz-Lindemer

8. **466 Genetics** Principles of Genetics—course change; effective Spring 2016-2017  
   LEAD: Lenertz-Lindemer

9. **731 Pediatrics** Clinical Genetics —course change; effective Spring 2016-2017  
   LEAD: Turnquist

**ACTION ITEMS**

10. Proposal to Revise CALS Honors Program (attachment)

**INFORMATIONAL**

11. **421 Civ and Envir Eng** Environmental Sustainability Engineering —new course; effective Spring 2016-2017  
   - BSE approved as supplemental reviewer; administratively approved

12. **765 Comp Sci** Data Visualization —new course; effective Spring 2016-2017  
   - LSC approved as supplemental reviewer; administratively approved

13. **300 Zoology** Invertebrate Zoology—new course; effective Spring 2016-2017  
   - Entomology approved as supplemental reviewer; administratively approved

14. **301 Zoology** Invertebrate Zoology Lab—new course; effective Spring 2016-2017  
   - Entomology approved as supplemental reviewer; administratively approved

**ANNOUNCEMENT**

15. Course Requisite Cleanup Project Update

* indicates proposal is returning to the Curriculum Committee for additional review